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Welcome to the Brilliant Tutoring Programme 

Welcome to the Brilliant Tutoring Programme, run by The Brilliant Club. This programme is 

designed to help you boost your confidence, knowledge, and skills in a core subject. Your 

teacher has selected you because you are already doing well at school but believes that 

with extra support from this tuition you can achieve even more ambitious grades and 

reach your full potential. 

You’ll be covering core school subjects, working in a small tutorial group with a PhD 

researcher or Masters student as your tutor. This means that the programme also offers you 

the opportunity to widen your understanding of university.  

You’ll be in a group with three other pupils and will have 15 hours of tutoring. This will usually 

be delivered virtually over Microsoft Teams. 

Tutorial Description 

Tutorial 1 
You tutor will introduce themselves and tell you a bit about their research 

or degree subject. 

Tutorial 2-13 
These are the tutorials where your tutor will teach you around three 

modules based on your school curriculum. 

Tutorial 14 
This will be a refresher session where you will revisit a topic from one of the 

modules you have previously covered.  

Tutorial 15 
The final tutorial is for your tutor to give you feedback and for you to 

reflect on your progress. 
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Making the most of your tutorials 

The purpose of your tutorials is for you to learn, recap or revise topics that you will cover in 

school, and to help you feel more confident as you approach your exams. Your tutor will 

get you involved in activities and tasks to help you with this. To make the most of the 

tutorials, we expect you to: 

 Turn on your video and microphone, if you can and feel comfortable doing so. 

 Engage with the activities your tutor sets and answer their questions via the chat 

functions or by using your microphone. 

 Use appropriate language, listen carefully and be respectful of your tutor and 

others in your group. 

 Be organised – log on in time for the start of your tutorial and bring this handbook 

and any stationary or equipment you might need. 

 Complete any surveys and Knowledge Checks that you are asked to do by your 

school or tutor. 

Knowledge Checks 

You’ll complete an online Knowledge Check at the start and end of each module, so that 

you, your tutor and your school can see how far you’ve progressed over the course of your 

tutorials.  

To complete the Knowledge Checks you should use the link provided by your tutor.   

If you’re not able to complete the questions online, they’re also in this handbook. You can 

complete them and either take a photo of your answers or type them in an email and send 

it to btpschools@thebrilliantclub.org along with your school and the name of your tutor. 

Contact us 

If you ever have any questions or need help from The Brilliant Club, contact us on: 

btpschools@thebrilliantclub.org 
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Module 1 – Descriptive and Narrative Writing 

These tutorials will focus on key skills for creative writing. We’ll take a look at how to structure 

your creative writing effectively, from how to write an engaging opening and establishing 

suspense for your reader to ending the plot of your storyline. We’ll practise all of these key 

skills together and then you’ll produce your own piece of creative writing at the end of the 

module. 

Tutorial Topic 

Tutorial 1.1 Varying vocabulary for effect 

Tutorial 1.2 Using language and varied sentence structures for effect 

Tutorial 1.3 Structuring narratives effectively 

Tutorial 1.4 Extended writing task: adventure story 

Learning objectives 

In this module you will look at: 

1. Varying your vocabulary to be descriptive 

2. Using structural features for effect 

3. Using language features to establish setting in your creative writing 
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Knowledge Check 1 

You should complete these questions using the online form provided by your tutor if you 

can. 

If you can’t complete the questions online, you can do it here: 

 Choose one of these pictures  

 Write a paragraph below describing the setting  

 You have 15 minutes 

You might want to describe:   
- What you can see  
- What you can hear  
- What you can taste  
- What you can smell 
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Tutorial 1.1 – Varying vocabulary for effect 

In this tutorial you will look at: 

 How to vary your vocabulary 

 How to use words and phrases effectively in your creative writing. 

 Learning activities 

Some of the words in these stories are quite boring. Using a thesaurus to help you, 
improve the vocabulary that has been used. Cross out the words you want to 
change and write new ones above it. 

 

a) Tom walked towards the green pitch, where his team, the Headland Hounds, 

were already running around the field. As he began to run, Tom’s legs felt tired; 

he was thirsty, too, and his throat felt dry. The sun was hot, which didn’t help. 

Looking up at the yellow sun, Tom heard the whistle blow, and was happy that 

practice was over. 

b) Bella walked towards the brick building, where her cat, Lewis, was lying in the 

yellow sun. As she stroked him, Lewis began to purr quietly. Suddenly, a big dog 

came running round the corner; scared, Lewis jumped up and ran away very 

quickly. Bella screamed at Lewis for him to come back, but it didn’t help – he 

was gone. 

Create a thesaurus resource for yourself. Using the examples given to you as 

inspiration, write three alternatives for these boring verbs and adjectives. You can 

use this to help you with creative writing in your English lessons. You can continue to 

add to this after your tutorial. 
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Boring 

adjective 
Orange Green Light Dark 

Example Fiery Moss-coloured Luminous Midnight 

My words 

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•   

•  

Boring verb Shout Walk Run Say 

Example Bellow Amble Pelt Whisper 

My words 

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•   

•  

Boring 

adjective 
Happy Sad Hot Cold 

Example Joyous Sorrowful Scorching Glacial 

My words 

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•    

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

 

Plenary 

Think of 3 synonyms you could have used in your descriptive text. Write these below and be 

ready to share this with your peers. 

1) 

2) 

3) 
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Tutorial 1.2 – Using language and varied sentence structures 

for effect 

In this tutorial you will look at: 

 How to use a range of sentence structures for effect 

 How to write descriptively using a range of language features for effect 

Starter activity 

Write a sentence using these language features to describe the images in the left-hand 

column.1 One has been included below for you as an example, and the sentences have 

been started for you. If you get stuck, you can use the vocabulary bank at the start of the 

handbook. 

  

 
1 Image credits: 

Free-Photos, https://pixabay.com/photos/accident-floor-food-green-juice-1845988/ 

Free-Photos, https://pixabay.com/photos/guitar-music-man-play-strum-chord-869217/ 

Free-Photos, https://pixabay.com/photos/desert-sand-landscape-sun-sunset-790640/ 

Free-Photos, https://pixabay.com/photos/architecture-kristin-castle-travel-3095716/ 

Free-Photos, https://pixabay.com/photos/ice-cream-cone-strawberry-ice-cream-926426/ 

 

 

1) Simile  

The guitar player’s fingers moved like 

Simile 

The smashed watermelon looked like a murder scene on the 

supermarket floor. 

2) Metaphor  

The sun was 

https://pixabay.com/photos/accident-floor-food-green-juice-1845988/
https://pixabay.com/photos/guitar-music-man-play-strum-chord-869217/
https://pixabay.com/photos/desert-sand-landscape-sun-sunset-790640/
https://pixabay.com/photos/architecture-kristin-castle-travel-3095716/
https://pixabay.com/photos/ice-cream-cone-strawberry-ice-cream-926426/
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Learning activities 

When writing creatively, you might want to use ‘golden sentences’ to help you 

include lots of language and structural features in your writing. Have a look at 

these example sentences, and then try to write your own. 

The deliberation sentence: 

North, south, east – which way should I turn? 
 

The three adjectives sentence: 

Fragile, weak and lost – my mind was not ready 

for this decision. 

 

Three ‘of’ sentence: 

I felt scared: scared of strangers, scared of my 

thoughts and scared of the unknown. 

 

Two similes sentence: 

It’s difficult to describe how I felt – like an object 

no longer of use, like a pile of Christmas 

wrapping paper in the middle of July. 

 

The repeat-and-develop sentence: 

The stranger’s decision to help me was both 

surprising and strange: surprising because she’d 

never met me before, and strange because it 

was like she’d appeared out of nowhere to 

help. 

 

 

3) Personification  

The castle’s towers 

4) Sensory Language  

As I slurped my melting ice cream, I could taste / smell / feel 

/ see / hear  
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Using the following image as inspiration, write a descriptive paragraph using a 

range of language features and varied sentence structures.2 

  

 
2 Image credit: Geralt https://pixabay.com/illustrations/scene-man-silhouette-race-97966/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://pixabay.com/illustrations/scene-man-silhouette-race-97966/
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Extension activity 

Fill in examples of language and structural features in the tables below. Once you’ve filled 

it out, you can use this resource to help you remember to use these features in your 

creative writing in school. 

Structural Features Definition My Example 

Imperative 

sentence 

A sentence that gives a command or 

instruction 
 

Declarative 

sentence 
A sentence that makes a statement  

Interrogative 

sentence 
A sentence that asks a question  

Exclamatory 

sentence 

A sentence ending in an exclamation 

mark 
 

Ellipsis … 
Used to show a cliff-hanger or 

significant pause 
 

Repetition Repetition of words or phrases 
 

 

Triadic structure 
Repetition of words or phrases in threes 

– e.g. I was embarrassed, humiliated, 

ashamed. 
 

Rhetorical question 
A question that doesn’t need an 

answer – e.g. “What do you mean you 

lost your homework?” 
 

Colon : 
Used to introduce a list – e.g. I went to 

the shops to buy: eggs, milk and bread.  
 

Semicolon ; 
Used to join two sentences together – 

e.g. I was cold; I got the bus instead of 

walking to school. 
 

Language Features Definition My Example 

Metaphor 
A comparison saying something is 

something else 
 

Simile 
A comparison saying something is ‘like’ 

or ‘as’ something else 
 

Personification 
Giving something non-human human 

characteristics 
 

Onomatopoeia 
A word that sounds like the noise it 

makes – e.g. bang 
 

Alliteration 
Repeating the letter or sound at the 

start of words in a sentence 
 

Sensory language 
Descriptions using the five senses – 

describing how something looks, tastes, 

feels, sounds or smells 
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Tutorial 1.3 – Structuring narratives effectively 

In this tutorial you will look at: 

 Constructing an engaging opening 

 Structuring your creative writing to build tension 

Learning activities 

This diagram is called Freytag’s Pyramid – it’s a model that you can use for 

outlining the different points of a plot in a story. Match up what should happen at 

each point in a story with the correct point on the plotline.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Your tutor will ask you some questions about the following short story. You can 

annotate and make notes on the text. 

Determined, Amirah battled sleep and drowsiness on her march up the 

mountain. The sword that hung by her side glinted like a jewel in the early morning sun. 

Nightfall retreated towards the horizon; victorious in its daily battle, the sun steadily 

rose, its fingers stretching across the earth. Reaching the summit, Amirah breathed in a 

sigh of admiration as she took in the sight below: the village and the houses in which 

her villagers slept, bathed in a pale, rosy light. 

The peace in the village had shattered. Every night for the last month, a villager had 

gone missing. Chaos had taken over: parents were sobbing, children were petrified 

and even the animals were anxious. At first, no one knew the cause of these strange 

Number Events at each point in the story 

 Overcoming the conflict 

 The characters and setting are introduced 

 Returning to normality 

 The conflict is introduced 

 The highest point of tension and suspense for the reader 

1. Exposition 

2. Rising action 

3. Climax 

4. Falling action 

5. Resolution 
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disappearances. Then, early one morning, the villagers noticed that the walls of a 

house had jet-black scorch marks extending from one end to the other. A few days 

later, in the garden belonging to the next victim, the villagers found jagged claw 

marks. And finally, Amirah caught sight of the cause of the disappearances: a dragon, 

carrying away its latest victim in its powerful, bloody jaws. 

Amirah stopped in her tracks; the turrets of the castle ominously overshadowed the 

winding, twisting path that lay ahead. With a deep breath and only the slightest 

feeling of dread growing in her stomach, she continued.  

Hours later, she had reached the heavy oak door. The golden knocker, in the shape of 

a dragon’s head, seemed to be sneering at her. Once she’d prised it open, she crept 

inside the castle. Inside, the halls and corridors of the castle were bare apart from a 

few suits of armour and threadbare tapestries. Despite her best efforts, Amirah’s shoes 

creaked against the stone floor. It was scorching; what could be causing such heat in 

the middle of December?  

When she turned a corner and caught sight of the dragon roasting a villager for 

dinner, she had her answer.  

“And what do you think you’re doing in my castle?” the dragon hissed.  

“I’ve come to avenge the deaths of my people,” Amirah replied, trying to keep her 

voice from shaking. 

Pain throbbed in Amirah’s head. Her bones felt stiff. Suddenly gaining consciousness, 

she realised that she had been knocked out! She was unsteady and shaky, but got to 

her feet and rummaged in her bag for a sandwich. Footsteps thudded in the corridor, 

coming closer… closer… and closer. Then they stopped. She heard the dragon take in 

a deep breath.  

“What is that smell?” it bellowed. Amirah gulped. Fear paralysed her. She couldn’t 

speak. The dragon’s jaw dropped. Its teeth glinted like knives in the sun. Amirah 

squeezed her eyes shut; she could feel his fiery breath against her face, its cavernous 

mouth just inches away...  

With a swift snap of its jaws, it snatched her sandwich. “That’s delicious!” it roared. 

A wave of relief washed over Amirah. The dragon’s chomped and chewed, and 

licked its lips with its snakelike tongue. 

“How can I get more of these delicious delicacies?” it cried. 

“Well,” Amirah explained, a plan starting to form in her mind. “You can have an 

unlimited supply of peanut butter sandwiches, but on one condition: you let the 

village live in peace.” 

“It’s a deal!” exclaimed the dragon, already delirious at the thought of a lifetime 

supply of sandwiches.  
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Start planning your own adventure story. Refer to Freytag’s Pyramid and use the 

bullet points to write down what will happen at each point in the plot.  

 

Setting  

Characters  

Conflict  

Rising Action  

Climax  

Falling Action  

Resolution  

Plenary 

Reflect on what you’ve learnt today, and complete these sentences: 

 

I can introduce characters by… 

 

 

I can introduce the setting in my creative writing by… 

 

 

I can build suspense for readers by… 
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Additional/Stretch Activity  

 

Read the three different extracts below, each being an opening of a different narrative.  

 

A Tale of Two Cities by Charles Dickens: 

It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of wisdom, it was the age of 

foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of incredulity, it was the season of 

Light, it was the season of Darkness, it was the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair, 

we had everything before us, we had nothing before us, we were all going direct to 

Heaven, we were all going direct the other way – in short, the period was so far like the 

present period, that some of its noisiest authorities insisted on its being received, for good 

or for evil, in the superlative degree of comparison only. 
 

 

Anna Karenina by Leo Tolstoy: 

Happy families are all alike; every unhappy family is unhappy in its own way. 
 

Animal Farm by George Orwell: 

Mr. Jones, of the Manor Farm, had locked the hen-houses for the night, but was too drunk 

to remember to shut the pop-holes. 
 

1. What are the similarities between them?  

           (Do not focus on the differences yet.)  

 

2. How do the authors create suspense?  

            Write down your opinions to share with the class later on. 
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Tutorial 1.4 – Writing an Adventure Story 

In this tutorial you will look at: 

 Using varied vocabulary, language features and structural features for effect 

 Using a range of sentence structured and punctuation 

 Structuring an effective plot 

 

Learning activities 

Continue the plan for your adventure story. Think about where you are going to 

use different language and structural features.  

 

Notes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What is the 

conflict? 

3. Climax 

2. Rising action 

1. Exposition 

4. Falling action 

5. Resolution 
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Module 1 review 

How do you feel now? 

This module aimed to help you: 

1. Vary your vocabulary to be descriptive 

2. Use structural features for effect 

3. Use language features to establish setting in your creative writing 

 

Knowledge Check 2 

You should complete these questions using the online form provided by your tutor if you 

can. 

If you can’t complete the task online, you can do it here: 

Plan and write an adventure story. Use the checklist to make sure you include varied 

vocabulary, higher-level punctuation, language features, and structural features.    

  

Have you included… Personification   

Golden sentence   Onomatopoeia   

Colon :   Sensory language   

Semicolon ;   Alliteration   

Ellipsis …   Repetition   

Dash –   Triadic structure (triple)   

Simile   Rhetorical question   

Metaphor   Ambitious vocabulary   
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What next? 

Reflection is important because it helps you review and improve the way you approach 

tasks, rather than just carrying on doing things as you have always done them. 

Take a few minutes to think about where you think you did well during the last four tutorials, 

and what you think you could improve on. Write your thoughts in the boxes below. 

What I did well… What I could have improved on… 

  

What I could do differently to make the most of my next tutorials… 
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Module 2 - Transactional Writing 

These tutorials will focus on key skills for transactional writing: 

 Understanding purpose, audience and form 

 Introducing features of transactional writing, focusing on newspapers 

 Writing to inform 

 Writing with accurate spelling and punctuation 

Transactional writing is non-fiction writing that aims to communicate information from the 

author to the audience. We’ll identify features of transactional writing and analyse some 

effective examples before you create your own newspaper article at the end of the 

module. When you’re writing for an audience, it’s important that you convey your ideas 

clearly without any confusion, so we’ll also practise key spelling, punctuation, and grammar 

(SPAG) skills. 

 

Tutorial Topic 

Tutorial 2.1 
Understanding purpose, audience and form 

Exploring the effect of transactional writing techniques 

Tutorial 2.2 
Understanding and identifying newspaper features 

Practising writing to inform 

Tutorial 2.3 
Planning a newspaper 

Exploring newspaper writing examples 

Tutorial 2.4 Extended writing: writing a newspaper article 

 

Learning objectives 

In this module you will look at: 

1. Purpose, audience and form 

2. The features of newspapers  

3. Planning to write a newspaper article 

4. Writing a newspaper article 
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Knowledge Check 1 

You should complete these questions using the online form provided by your tutor if you 

can. 

If you can’t complete the questions online, you can do it here: 

Create an information brochure advertising a theme park to be aimed at families with 

young children. You should include exciting information about the theme park, quotations 

from previous visitors and factual information (for example, opening hours, how to get there 

and the address).  
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Tutorial 2.1 – Purpose, audience and form 

In this tutorial you will look at: 

 Understanding purpose, audience and form in non-fiction writing 

 Beginning understanding the effect of transactional writing techniques 

 

Learning Activities 

You need to be able to identify the purpose, audience and form of any non-

fiction text.  

• Purpose: persuade, argue, entertain, describe, inform, advise 

• Audience: formal / informal, children, adults, people with particular interests 

• Form: letter, news article, report, advertisement, speech 

 

Try to independently identify the purpose, audience and form of these examples3. As a 

challenge, see if you can identify any features or techniques that appeal to the audience. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
3 Image credit 1: https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.co.uk%2FTop-Gear-Magazine-Issue-

April%2Fdp%2FB00CCVY4ZC&psig=AOvVaw2eM__rsYXwdY_r2IsYm50w&ust=1606149716297000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAkQjhxqFwoTCPjrwo7Mlu0CFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD 

Image credit 2: https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.co.uk%2FTop-Gear-Magazine-Issue-

April%2Fdp%2FB00CCVY4ZC&psig=AOvVaw2eM__rsYXwdY_r2IsYm50w&ust=1606149716297000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAkQjhxqFwoTCPjrwo7Mlu0CFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.co.uk%2FTop-Gear-Magazine-Issue-April%2Fdp%2FB00CCVY4ZC&psig=AOvVaw2eM__rsYXwdY_r2IsYm50w&ust=1606149716297000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAkQjhxqFwoTCPjrwo7Mlu0CFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.co.uk%2FTop-Gear-Magazine-Issue-April%2Fdp%2FB00CCVY4ZC&psig=AOvVaw2eM__rsYXwdY_r2IsYm50w&ust=1606149716297000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAkQjhxqFwoTCPjrwo7Mlu0CFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.co.uk%2FTop-Gear-Magazine-Issue-April%2Fdp%2FB00CCVY4ZC&psig=AOvVaw2eM__rsYXwdY_r2IsYm50w&ust=1606149716297000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAkQjhxqFwoTCPjrwo7Mlu0CFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.co.uk%2FTop-Gear-Magazine-Issue-April%2Fdp%2FB00CCVY4ZC&psig=AOvVaw2eM__rsYXwdY_r2IsYm50w&ust=1606149716297000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAkQjhxqFwoTCPjrwo7Mlu0CFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD
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This is a transcript from Greta Thunberg, an environmental activist, speaking at the United 

Nations in 20194. 

This is all wrong. I shouldn't be up here. I should be back in school on the other side of 

the ocean. Yet, you all come to us young people for hope. How dare you! 

You have stolen my dreams and my childhood with your empty words and yet I'm one 

of the lucky ones. People are suffering. People are dying. Entire ecosystems are 

collapsing. We are in the beginning of a mass extinction and all you can talk about is 

money and fairy tales of eternal economic growth. How dare you! 

For more than 30 years, the science has been crystal clear. How dare you continue to 

look away and come here saying that you're doing enough when the politics and 

solutions needed are still nowhere in sight. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plenary 

Time to annotate your brochure! Label the different elements of your brochure that appeal 

to your audience, and explain how they help achieve your purpose of persuading families 

with young children to come to your theme park 

 

4 Transcript credit: https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/read-greta-thunberg-s-full-speech-united-

nations-climate-action-n1057861  

 

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/read-greta-thunberg-s-full-speech-united-nations-climate-action-n1057861
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/read-greta-thunberg-s-full-speech-united-nations-climate-action-n1057861
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Tutorial 2.2 – Newspaper features 

In this tutorial you will look at: 

 Understanding and identifying the features of newspapers 

 Creating your own examples of newspaper features for effect 

 

Learning Activities 

There are lots of features of newspaper writing. Use this space to write notes and 

definitions about each of these features. 

Masthead  

Byline  

Caption  

Headline  

Photograph  

Subheading  

Columns  

Statistics  

 

The headline of a newspaper should capture the reader’s attention and make 

them want to read the article. It should also give them some insight into what the 

article will be about. Newspapers also use interviews to gather more information. 

When there’s been an event, they might speak to an eyewitness. They might also consult 

experts to get more accurate information.  

Read these scenarios on the next page and create attention-grabbing headlines and 

example interview quotes from experts or eyewitnesses for these articles. 
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The school’s football team has won a place in the under-16s county tournament. The team 

secured their place in the final in their latest game, where they won 3-0 against their biggest rivals. 

The team’s captain, Steph, scored two of the goals. 

Headline: 

Interview: 

Your headteacher has praised pupils for raising over £1000 for a local charity. Pupils organised 

cake sales, read-a-thons and sponsored runs to raise the money. The headteacher is incredibly 

proud of pupils’ efforts. 

Headline: 

Interview: 

After the whole of Year 8 went an entire term without receiving any detentions, the Prime Minister 

is paying a visit to the school to congratulate pupils. The Prime Minister will also be speaking to 

teachers to find out how to help other schools achieve such wonderful records. 

Headline: 

Interview: 
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Tutorial 2.3 – Newspaper articles 

In this tutorial you will look at: 

 Exploring newspaper articles 

 Planning a newspaper article 

 

Learning Activities  

A newspaper article should be informative and give its readers the main 

information about an issue. When you read this article, think about the 5Ws – who, 

what, where, when and why. 

MALALA YOUSAFZAI RECEIVES OFFER TO STUDY AT UK UNIVERSITY 

The 19-year-old Nobel prize winner did not reveal which institution had offered her a conditional 

place during a Birmingham talk 

Malala Yousafzai received a standing ovation 

after promising she would ‘never stop until I see 

the last child going to school’. Photograph: 

Joe Giddens/PA 

Press Association 

Sat 11 Mar 2017 19.06 GMT 

Nobel peace prize winner Malala Yousafzai has told an education conference that she has 

received an offer to study at a UK university. The 19-year-old is currently preparing for her A-Levels 

at a girls’ school in Birmingham. 

She told the auditorium, also in Birmingham, that she had received an offer, conditional of 

achieving three As, to study politics, philosophy and economics (PPE). 

But Yousafzai, who narrowly avoided death in 2012 for her outspoken campaigning over girls’ 

rights to an education, kept quiet on where her next educational venture had come from. 

Giving the final speech at the Association of School and College Leaders (ASCL) annual 

conference, she said: “I’m studying right now. 

“I’m in year 13, I have my A-Level exams coming and I have received a conditional offer, which is 

three As, so I need to get the three As, that’s what my focus is right now, and I hope to continue 

my work and also continue my studies. 
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“And I’m really thankful to you all for your support for encouraging me for my mission. That’s what 

makes me and keeps me so strong, so thank you so much for that, and thank you for giving me 

the opportunity to speak.” 

When the education campaigner finished her speech, the hundreds of delegates rose and gave 

her a standing ovation. 

She said that, alongside her degree, she would continue to work for the Malala Fund, adding: “My 

goal is to make sure every child, girl and boy, they get the opportunity to go to school. 

“It is their basic human right, so I will be working on that and I will never stop until I see the last child 

going to school.” 

The teenager also provoked laughter from the audience when she revealed she thought she was 

in trouble when she was called out of a chemistry class at school. Her fears were unfounded – the 

reason she was pulled from the lesson was to tell her she was the next Nobel prize recipient. 

She said: “Suddenly, our deputy headteacher appears in the classroom and I’m just quite 

shocked, because why would she call me? I thought I was in trouble or something. 

“She called me outside and I went and she said: ‘You have won the Nobel peace prize.’ So it was 

a big surprise, and I said: ‘Thank you.’” 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/mar/11/malala-yousafzai-receives-offer-to-study-at-uk-university-birmingham  

 

Plan a newspaper article about your chosen issue, event or topic. Use the 

space below to structure your ideas. 

Headline  

First paragraph 

outlining the 5Ws 

 

Topic of 

paragraph 1 – 

witness interview 

 

Topic of 

paragraph 2 – 

expert interview 

 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/mar/11/malala-yousafzai-receives-offer-to-study-at-uk-university-birmingham
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Plenary 

In the next tutorial, you’ll be writing up your newspaper article. Practise newspaper writing 

techniques to create sentences that you can use in your article.  

 

Final paragraph 

summarising the 

story 

 

Technique Definition Example 

Statistic 

 

 

 

Emotive language 

 

 

 

Fact 

 

 

 

Rhetorical 

question 

 

 

 

Opinion 
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Tutorial 2.4 – Writing a newspaper article  

In this tutorial you will look at: 

 Writing a newspaper article to inform 

Learning activities 

Take five minutes to review your plan. What other information can you add to it 

that you could include in your article? Use the space below to make any 

additional notes for your plan.  

 

 

Module 2 review 

How do you feel now? 

This module aimed to help you with: 

1. Purpose, audience and form 

2. The features of newspapers 

3. Planning to write a newspaper article 

4. Writing a newspaper article 
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Knowledge Check 2 

You should complete these questions using the online form provided by your tutor if you 

can. 

Use the template to write your newspaper article.  Once you have completed your article, 

use the checklist on p.33 to self-assess your article. 
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What next? 

Reflection is important because it helps you review and improve the way you approach 

tasks, rather than just carrying on doing things as you have always done them. 

Take a few minutes to think about where you think you did well during the last four tutorials, 

and what you think you could improve on. Write your thoughts in the boxes below. 

What I did well… What I could have improved on… 

  

What I could do differently to make the most of my next tutorials… 

 

 

Have you included… 

Headline  Facts  

Subheading  Opinions  

Byline  Interview  

Caption  Ambitious vocabulary  

Photograph  Higher-level punctuation  

Columns  Varied sentence types  

Statistics  Rhetorical question  
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Module 3 – Reading and Understanding Unseen Extracts 

Welcome to the Reading and Understanding Unseen Extracts section.   

We’ll read a range of non-fiction extracts and practise all of these key skills together, before 

doing some independent reading and analysis in a practice English language paper.   

Learning how to read, understand and analyse unseen extracts is an important skill inside and 

outside of school. It’s important to be able to understand news articles to know what’s 

happening in the world, to read important documents, and to form an opinion about the texts 

you come across. Are they reliable? Are they biased? How are they trying to influence you as a 

reader? This module will help you develop key skills needed to help you understand and 

analyse unseen extracts.   

Tutorial Topic 

Tutorial 3.1 
Reading and understanding non-fiction texts 

Understanding unfamiliar vocabulary 

Tutorial 4.2 

Identifying evidence to support a point 

Identifying techniques in non-fiction texts 

Analysing the effect of techniques on the audience 

Tutorial 4.3 

Comparing non-fiction texts 

Critically evaluating non-fiction texts 

Tutorial 4.4 
Extended writing: short comprehension questions and comparative 

analysis questions about non-fiction extracts 

 

Learning objectives 

In this module you will look at: 

1. Reading and understanding unseen non-fiction texts  

2. Selecting relevant evidence to support an argument  

3. Identifying and analysing the effect of language and structural features  

4. Comparing writers’ ideas  

5. Evaluating non-fiction texts critically 
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Knowledge Check 1 

You should complete these questions using the online form provided by your tutor if you 

can. 

Read this extract from Toast: The Story of a Boy’s Hunger – a memoir written by Nigel 

Slater, a famous chef – in which he discusses his memories of his mother and mealtimes 

from his childhood.  

My mother was never much of a cook. Meals arrived on the table as much by happy 

accident as by domestic science. She was a chops-and-peas sort of a cook, 

occasionally going so far as to make a rice pudding, exasperated by the highs and 

lows of a temperamental cream-and-black Aga1 and a finicky little son. She found it 

all a bit of an ordeal, and wished she could have left the cooking, like the washing, 

ironing and dusting, to Mrs P., her ‘woman what does’. 

Once a year there were Christmas puddings and cakes to be made. They were made 

with neither love nor joy. They simply had to be done. ‘I suppose I had better DO THE 

CAKE,’ she would sigh. The food mixer – she was not the sort of woman to use her 

hands – was an ancient, heavy Kenwood that lived in a deep, secret hole in the 

kitchen work surface. My father had, in a rare moment of do-it-yourselfery, fitted a 

heavy industrial spring under the mixer so that when you lifted the lid to the cupboard 

the mixer slowly rose like a corpse from a coffin. All of which was slightly too much for 

my mother, my father’s quaint craftsmanship taking her by surprise every year, the 

huge mixer bouncing up like a jack-in-the-box and making her clap her hands to her 

chest.  

“Oh heck!” she would gasp. It was the nearest my mother ever got to swearing. 

She never quite got the hang of the mixer. I can picture her now, desperately trying to 

harness her wayward Kenwood2, bits of cake mixture flying out of the bowl like 

something from an I Love Lucy sketch. The cake recipe was written in green biro on a 

piece of blue Basildon Bond and was kept, crisply folded in to four, in the spineless 

Aga Cookbook that lived for the rest of the year in the bowl of the mixer. The 

awkward, though ingenious, mixer cupboard was impossible to clean properly, and in 

among the layers of flour and icing sugar lived tiny black flour weevils. I was the only 

one who could see them darting around. None of which, I suppose, mattered if you 

were making Christmas pudding, with its gritty currants and hours of boiling. But this 

was cake. 

Cooks know how to butter and line the cake tins before they start the creaming and 

beating. My mother would remember just before she put in the final spoonful of 

brandy into the cake mixture, then take half an hour to find them. They always turned 

up in a drawer, rusty and full of fluff. Then there was the annual scrabble to find the 

brown paper, the scissors, the string. However much she hated making the cake we 

both loved the sound of the raw cake mixture falling into the tin.  
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“Shhh, listen to the cake mixture,” she would say, and the two of us would listen to the 

slow plop of the dollops of fruit and butter and sugar falling into the paper-lined tin. 

The kitchen would be warmer than usual and my mother would have that I’ve-just-

baked-a-cake glow. 

“Oh, put the gram on, will you, dear? Put some carols on,” she would say as she put 

the cake in the top oven of the Aga. Carols or not, it always sank in the middle. The 

embarrassingly hollow, sometimes as deep as your fist, having to be filled with 

marzipan. 

Forget scented candles and freshly brewed coffee. Every home should smell of baking 

Christmas cake. That, and warm freshly ironed tea towels hanging on the rail in front of 

the Aga. 

Glossary 

1) Aga – a large, iron oven that keeps its heat 

2) Kenwood – a type of food mixer 

If you can’t complete the questions online, you can do it here: 

Now that you’ve read the overall extract, it’s time to show your deeper understanding of 

the text by answering these questions.  

The first questions are about paragraph 1: 

1) Find a quotation that shows what Nigel thinks about his mother. (1 mark) 

 

 

 

2) What does this quotation show about his mother’s attitude towards making food? 

(1 mark) 

 

 

The next question is about paragraph 2. 

3) Nigel’s mother does not bake very often. Find two quotations which show this (2 

marks). 
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4) How does Nigel convey his mother’s attitude towards his baking? Make sure you include 

quotations from the extract to prove your point and explain any techniques the author uses 

to reveal how his mother feels about baking. (10 marks) 
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Tutorial 3.1 – Identifying and analysing evidence and 

techniques to support a point 

In this tutorial you will look at: 

 developing strategies for understanding unfamiliar vocabulary 

 developing strategies for approaching unseen texts 

 beginning to read and understand unseen non-fiction texts 

Learning Activities 

When you read unseen texts, you may sometimes come across unfamiliar 

vocabulary words. You can try to work out the meaning of unfamiliar words using 

the strategies below. 

 Context Clues 
Look at the surrounding words and the whole sentence to see if it gives 

you any hints about the word. 

Breaking it down 

Split the word up and see if you recognise any of the parts.  

For example, if you split “immaterial” into “im” and “material”, you 

might recognise “im” from words like “immature” and “impossible”, 

which could help you guess the meaning of “immaterial”. 

Word roots 

Lots of words have common roots that have similar meanings.  

 

For example, “auto” (meaning “self”) is a word root for words like 

“automatic” and “autobiography”.  

Write down what you think the meaning of these words are: 

malignancy  

immaterial  

Now that you’ve practised strategies for understanding unfamiliar words, have a 

go at using these strategies to interpret the following words: 

 

languid  

shellacking  

interlude  
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As part of your GCSE English Language exam, you’ll be given unseen non-fiction 

extracts and must answer questions to show how well you understand them. We’re 

going to practise this skill by taking another look at the extract from Toast: The Story 

of a Boy’s Hunger (Page 35) and discussing the questions below. 

Discussion questions:  
 

• The form of this extract is a memoir. What might that suggest? What might you 

expect to find in a memoir?  

• Who do you think the intended audience might be?  

• What effect do you think the author might be trying to have on the audience? 

Why?  

• What do you think the purpose of this extract is? Do you think it achieves that 

purpose? How does it do that?  
 

Notes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plenary 

Using what you have learnt today about non-fiction texts, practice these skills by finding a 

new example of a non-fiction text.  

Write down what you think the purpose, audience and form of the text are, and be ready to 

present what you’ve found.   
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Tutorial 3.2 – Selecting Relevant Evidence to Support a Point 

In this tutorial you will look at: 

 identifying relevant quotations to support an argument 

 identifying language and structural features using accurate subject terminology 

 analysing the effect of language and structural features 

Learning Activities 

Reread the extract from Nigel Slater’s memoirs on p. 35. As you read, label 

structural features in one colour, and label the language features you can find in 

a different colour. Look at the glossary in the appendix if you need to remind 

yourself about different language and structural features. 

Now fill in this table by identifying the techniques used in these quotations and explaining 

the effect they have on the reader.  

Evidence Technique Explanation 

“DO THE CAKE” Capitalisation 

Capitalisation emphasises the fact that 

Nigel’s mother was not a keen baker. By 

drawing the reader’s attention to the words 

“do the cake”, you can picture his mother 

sighing in an exaggerated way, showing just 

how much she dreads baking the annual 

Christmas cake. 

The “Kenwood that lived 

in a deep, secret hole” 
  

“the mixer slowly rose 

like a corpse” 
  

“Cooks know how to 

butter and line the cake 

tins before they start the 

creaming and beating. 

My mother would 

remember just before 
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she put in the final 

spoonful of brandy” 

“Oh, put the gram on, 

will you, dear? Put some 

carols on” 

  

“sometimes as deep as 

your fist” 
  

“Every home should 

smell of baking 

Christmas cake” 

  

 

Let’s explore how language and structure are used in paragraphs 3-5 of the Nigel 

Slater extract in more detail.  

How does Nigel Slater use language and structure to make his description of the 

process of baking the Christmas cake seem like a troublesome ordeal? Write a PETE 

paragraph to answer the question. 

P: 

E: 

T: 

E: 

T: 

E: 
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Tutorial 3.3 – Comparing and critically evaluating non-fiction 

texts 

In this tutorial you will look at: 

 selecting relevant evidence to support an argument 

 comparing writers’ ideas 

 critically evaluating non-fiction texts 

Learning activities 

The following extract is from Roald Dahl’s autobiography, Boy: Tales of Childhood. 

In this extract, he reminisces about the sweet shop he used to visit with his friends 

as a child growing up in Llandaff, Wales.  

My second and only other memory of Llandaff Cathedral School is extremely bizarre.  

It happened a little over a year later, when I was just nine.  By then I had made some 

friends and when I walked to school in the morning I would start off alone but would 

pick up four other boys of my own age along the way. After school was over, the 

same four boys and I would set out together across the village green and through the 

village itself, heading for home. On the way to school and on the way back we always 

passed the sweet-shop.  No we didn’t, we never passed it. We always stopped. We 

lingered outside its rather small window gazing in at the big glass jars full of Bull’s Eyes 

and Old Fashioned Humbugs and Strawberry Bonbons and Glacier Mints and Acid 

Drops and Pear Drops and Lemon Drops and all the rest of them. Each of us received 

sixpence a week for pocket-money, and whenever there was any money in our 

pockets, we would all troop together to buy a pennyworth of this or that. My own 

favourites were Sherbet Suckers or Liquorice Bootlaces. 

One of the other boys, whose name was Thwaites, told me I should never eat Liquorice 

Bootlaces. Thwaites’s father, who was a doctor, had said they were made from rat’s 

blood.  The father had given his young son a lecture about Liquorice Bootlaces when 

he had caught him eating one in bed. ‘Every rat-catcher in the country’, the father 

had said, ‘takes his rats to the Liquorice Bootlace Factory, and the manager pays 

tuppence for each rat. Many a rat-catcher has become a millionaire by selling his 

dead rats to the Factory.’ 

We all enjoyed Thwaites’s story and we made him tell it to us many times on our walks 

to and from school. But it didn’t stop any of us except Thwaites from buying Liquorice 

Bootlaces. At two for a penny, they were the best value in the shop. A Bootlace, in 

case you haven’t had the pleasure of handling one, is not round.  It’s like a flat black 

tape about half-an-inch wide. You buy it rolled up in a coil, and in those days it used 

to be so long that when you unrolled it and held one end at arm’s length above your 

head, the other end touched the ground. 
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Sherbet Suckers were also two a penny. Each sucker consisted of a yellow cardboard 

tube filled with sherbet powder, and there was a hollow liquorice straw sticking out of 

it. (Rat’s blood again, young Thwaites would warn us, pointing at the liquorice straw.) 

You sucked the sherbet up through the straw and when it was finished you ate the 

liquorice. They were delicious, those Sherbet Suckers. The sherbet fizzed in your mouth, 

and if you knew how to do it, you could make white froth come out of your nostrils […]. 

Gobstoppers, costing a penny each, were enormous hard round balls the size of small 

tomatoes. One Gobstopper would provide about an hour’s worth of non-stop sucking 

and if you took it out of your mouth and inspected it every five minutes or so, you 

would find that it had changed colour. There was something fascinating about the 

way it went from pink to blue to green to yellow. We used to wonder how in the world 

the Gobstopper Factory managed to achieve this magic. ‘How does it happen?’ we 

would ask each other, ‘How can they make it keep changing colour?’ 

Pear Drops were exciting because they had a dangerous taste. They smelled of nail-

varnish and they froze the back of your throat. All of us were warned against eating 

them and the result was we ate them more than ever. 

The sweet-shop in Llandaff in the year 1923 was the very centre of our lives. To us, it 

was what a bar is to a drunk, or a church is to a Bishop. Without it, there would have 

been little to live for.   

Notes 
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 You may have noticed that both of the extracts we’ve read are about 

childhood memories about food. Although there are lots of other similarities, there 

are also some differences between the two extracts. Fill in the following table with 

as many similarities and differences as you can identify between the two non-fiction 

extracts. 

Similarities Differences 

  

 

Use your table and your understanding of the two extracts to practise evaluating. 

When we evaluate texts, we make judgements or decisions about what we’ve 

read. You can make whatever decision or judgement you like, as long as you can 

back up your argument. Think about your own responses to these questions, and then 

discuss as a class. 

1. Which author do you think creates the most pleasant image of their childhood food 

memories? Why? 

2. Think about the food described in each extract. Which do you think would taste the 

nicest? Why?  

3. Nigel Slater’s extract describes how the Christmas cake was made. Roald Dahl’s 

extract describes how his friend Thwaite thought liquorice bootlaces were made. 

Which sounds least appetising? Why? 

4. Both authors talk about their fond childhood food memories. Which author do you 

think sounds most nostalgic? Why? 
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Tutorial 3.4 - Extended writing: short comprehension questions 

and comparative analysis questions about non-fiction extracts 

In this tutorial you will look at: 

 selecting relevant evidence to support an argument 

 comparing writers’ use of language and structure 

 critically evaluating non-fiction texts 

Learning activities 

  When we compare two texts, we use CPETE: 

• Comparison Point 

• Evidence 

• Technique 

• Explanation 

Both Roald Dahl and Nigel Slater talk about their childhood food memories. This example 

CPETE paragraph talks about which author most successfully conveys how important 

memory is to them.  

As you read it, highlight the different CPETE parts. Think about how they evaluate the two 

texts. 

In Roald Dahl’s Boy: Tales of Childhood, he talks about the sweetshop he visited as a 

child; in Nigel Slater’s Toast: The Story of a Boy’s Hunger, he talks about his memories 

of his mother making Christmas cake. Although both authors reminisce about their 

childhood food memories, Roald Dahl most successfully conveys the idea of how 

important his sweetshop memories are to him. For example, he describes the 

sweetshop as being to him as “a church is to a Bishop”. This simile suggests that the 

sweetshop was so important to his life as a child, because a church is essential for a 

Bishop to do their job. In contrast, Nigel Slater describes that when his mother made 

Christmas cake, he “loved the sound of raw cake mixture falling into the tin”. The 

verb “loved” is important because the fact that out of the whole process described 

in the extract, this was the only part that he enjoyed, could suggest that the overall 

memory is not as important to him as the sweetshop was to Roald Dahl.  
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Module 3 review 

How do you feel now? 

This module aimed to help you: 

1. Read and understand unseen non-fiction texts  

2. Select relevant evidence to support an argument  

3. Identify and analyse the effect of language and structural features  

4. Compare writers’ ideas  

5. Evaluate non-fiction texts critically  

 

Knowledge Check 2 

You should complete these questions using the online form provided by your tutor if you 

can. 

If you can’t complete the questions online, you can do it here: 

Answer the following questions about the two extracts.  

 

1) The first question is about Roald Dahl’s Boy: Tales of Childhood on p. 42. Look again at 

paragraph 4.    

a) Find a phrase that conveys the boys’ amazement about gobstoppers changing colour. 

(1 mark) 

 

b) Why does this show how impressed they were that the sweets could change colour? (1 

mark) 
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2) The next question is about Roald Dahl’s Boy: Tales of Childhood. Look again at 

paragraph 1. The boys loved visiting the sweetshop in Llandaff. Give two examples from the 

text which show this. (2 marks) 

 

3) Question 3 is about Roald Dahl’s Boy: Tales of Childhood and Nigel Slater’s Toast: The 

Story of a Boy’s Hunger. Which author do you think creates the most pleasant image of 

their childhood food memories? Use CPETE to answer this question. (10 marks) 
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What next? 

Reflection is important because it helps you review and improve the way you approach 

tasks, rather than just carrying on doing things as you have always done them. 

Take a few minutes to think about where you think you did well during the last four tutorials, 

and what you think you could improve on. Write your thoughts in the boxes below. 

What I did well… What I could have improved on… 

  

What I could do differently to make the most of my next tutorials… 
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Module 4 – Analysing Poetry 

These tutorials will focus on key poetry and literary analysis skills. We’ll read a range of 

poems and practise these key skills together, and then you’ll do some independent poetry 

analysis.  

Learning how to analyse poetry will be useful for your GCSE exams but thinking and writing 

analytically is an important skill in other subjects and outside school as well. 

 

Tutorial Topic 

Tutorial 4.1 Understanding and identifying poetic devices 

Tutorial 4.2 

Reading and understanding poetry 

Identifying and analysing poetic devices  

Tutorial 4.3 

Reading and understanding poetry 

Identifying and analysing poetic devices 

Tutorial 4.4 Extended writing: comparative poetry analysis 

 

Learning objectives 

In this module you will look at: 

1. Reading and interpreting poetry 

2. Selecting relevant evidence to support an argument 

3. Identifying and explaining how poetic devices create meaning 

4. Writing about poetry analytically 

5. Comparing and contrasting poems 
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Knowledge Check 1 

You should complete these questions using the online form provided by your tutor if you 

can. 

If you can’t complete the questions online, you can do it here: 

Read the poem by Benjamin Zephaniah. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How does Zephaniah present his garden as lively and exciting? Use the following sentence 

starters to structure your answer. 

 

'Zephaniah presents his garden as lively and exciting by…' 

 

'An example from the poem that shows us this is...' 

 

'A language feature he uses to describe his garden is... This makes the reader imagine the 

garden as a lively and exciting place because...' 

 

'A structural feature that he uses to describe his garden is... This conveys the idea that the 

garden is lively and exciting because...' 

 

'A poetic device that he uses to describe his garden is... This makes the reader imagine the 

garden as a lively and exciting place because...' 

‘Practice – Nature Trail’, Benjamin 

Zephaniah 
 

At the bottom of my garden 

There's a hedgehog and a frog 

And a lot of creepy-crawlies 

Living underneath a log, 

There's a baby daddy long legs 

And an easy-going snail 

And a family of woodlice, 

All are on my nature trail. 

 

There are caterpillars waiting 

For their time to come to fly, 

There are worms turning the earth over 

As ladybirds fly by, 

Birds will visit, cats will visit 

But they always chose their time 

And I've even seen a fox visit 

This wild garden of mine. 

 

. 

 

 

Squirrels come to nick my nuts 

And busy bees come buzzing 

And when the night time comes 

Sometimes some dragonflies 

come humming, 

My garden mice are very shy 

And I've seen bats that growl 

And in my garden I have seen 

A very wise old owl. 

 

My garden is a lively place 

There's always something happening, 

There's this constant search for food 

And then there's all that flowering, 

When you have a garden 

You will never be alone 

And I believe we all deserve 

A garden of our own. 

 

. 
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Tutorial 4.1 – Understanding and identifying poetic devices 

In this tutorial you will look at: 

 Understanding and identifying language features in texts 

 Understanding and identifying structural features in poetry 

 Understanding and identifying poetic devices 

 

Learning Activities 

When you read or listen to a poem, think about the different features that it has, and why 

the poet might have chosen to use that language or structure the poem in that way. 

 

Language features are the techniques that are used to create an image for the 

readers. For example, language features could be: 

o Similes or metaphors to make the writing more vivid e.g. The cloud was like 

a soft pillow. 

o Onomatopoeia to engage the reader e.g. The thunder boomed across 

the sky. 

Label as many language features as you can find in this poem: 

 

 

  

‘Heartbeat’, Steve Turner 

I can hear my heart beat – 

Lying in my bed, 

I can feel the blood rush 

Pounding in my head, 

Beating like a bass drum 

In an empty room, 

I can hear my heart beat 

Boom-de, boom-de, boom. 
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Structural features are techniques used to organise words and ideas in a text. 

We’ve already discussed several structural features, like repetition, triadic 

structure, and rhetorical questions. 

Poetic devices are additional techniques. Some affect the language of a poem and how 

the words sound. Others relate to how the poem is structured. 

Here are some poetic devices you might come across:  

End-stopped A pause at the end of a line of poetry caused by a punctuation mark 

Enjambment The continuation of a sentence without a pause at the end of a line 

Free verse A poem that does not have a fixed rhythm or rhyme scheme 

Rhythm The pattern of syllables in a poem 

Rhyming couplet A pair of lines next to each other that rhyme 

Stanza Group of lines in a poem (like a paragraph) 

Rhyme scheme The pattern of rhyme in a poem (for example, AABB, ABAB) 

Label as many structural features as you can find in this poem: 

  

‘Seasons’, Steve Turner 

Spring, summer, autumn, winter 

Every year the same –  

Round and round the seasons go 

Like a party game. 

Spin the leaves from green to brown 

Spin them on to gold, 

Turn the weather up to hot 

Turn it down to cold. 

Chase the clouds across the sky 

Paint a yellow sun, 

Then the rain comes tumbling down 

Spoiling all our fun. 

 

Spring, summer, autumn, winter 

Every year the same –  

Round and round the seasons go 

Like a party game. 
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Tutorial 4.2 - Reading and understanding poetry, identifying 

and analysing poetic devices 

In this tutorial you will look at: 

 Understanding and interpreting meaning 

 Identifying and analysing how language features, structural features and poetic 

devices convey meaning 

Learning Activities 

This poem is written by Sujata Bhatt. Bhatt was born in Gujarat in India, and then 

moved to England. Her mother tongue is Gujarati. 

 

  

‘Search for my tongue’, Sujata Bhatt 

You ask me what I mean 

by saying I have lost my tongue. 

I ask you, what would you do 

if you had two tongues in your mouth, 

and lost the first one, 

the mother tongue, 

and could not really know the other, 

the foreign tongue. 

You could not use them both together 

even if you thought that way. 

And if you lived in a place you had to 

speak a foreign tongue, 

your mother tongue would rot, 

rot and die in your mouth 

until you had to spit it out. 

I thought I spit it out 

but overnight while I dream, 

(munay hutoo kay aakhee jeebh aakhee bhasha) 

(may thoonky nakhi chay) 

(parantoo rattray svupnama mari bhasha pachi aavay chay) 

(foolnee jaim mari bhasha nmari jeebh) 

(modhama kheelay chay) 

(fullnee jaim mari bhasha mari jeebh) 

(modhama pakay chay) 

it grows back, a stump of a shoot 

grows longer, grows moist, grows strong veins, 

it ties the other tongue in knots, 

the bud opens, the bud opens in my mouth, 

it pushes the other tongue aside. 

Everytime I think I've forgotten, 

I think I've lost the mother tongue, 

it blossoms out of my mouth. 
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Let’s take a look at the language used in the poem. Add any words to do with plants or 

nature to this table: 

First Stanza Third Stanza 

  

How do the words used at the end of the poem compare to those used at the beginning? 

 

 

Discussion questions: 

• How does the speaker find her mother tongue again? 

• How does it make you feel to read and hear Gujarati? 

• How would you feel if your teacher started speaking to you in this language? 

• Why might the poet want the reader to feel confused or uncomfortable? 
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Use this table to identify some quotations that use language features, structural 

features and poetic devices to convey ideas about the speaker’s identity. 

 

Technique Evidence 

Find an example of an idiom that 

suggests the speaker doesn’t 

know what to say. 

 

 

Find a verb that suggests that the 

speaker’s ability to speak in her 

mother tongue is withering away. 

 

Find an example of triadic 

structure that emphasises the idea 

that the speaker’s ability to speak 

in her mother tongue is withering 

away. 

 

Find a metaphor that suggests 

that the speaker’s connection with 

her Gujarati identity is starting to 

regrow. 

 

Find a metaphor that suggests 

that the speaker’s connection with 

her Gujarati identity has regrown. 
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Choose a quotation that you think shows most clearly how the speaker feels 

about her identity. Write a PETE paragraph about how the poem conveys ideas 

about identity. An example has been done for you. 

 

Point: what does the poem suggest about identity? 

Evidence: choose a quotation that suggests something about identity. 

Technique: identify a technique used in that quotation. 

Explanation: explain the effect of that technique and what that suggests about identity. 

 

Example: 

The poem ‘Search for My Tongue’, by Sujata Bhatt, presents the idea that your 

identity can be conflicted. The poem begins with the speaker saying, “You ask me 

what I mean by saying I have lost my tongue”. The idiom “lost my tongue” is used to 

refer to someone who doesn’t know what to say. This could suggest that as the 

speaker learns to speak English, she feels as though she is weakening her ability to 

speak Gujarati, as though the two languages are in conflict.  

 

P: 

E: 

T: 

E: 

T: 

E: 
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Tutorial 4.3 - Reading and understanding poetry, Identifying 

and analysing poetic devices 

In this tutorial you will look at: 

 Understanding and interpreting meaning 

 Identifying and analysing how language features, structural features and poetic 

devices convey meaning 

Learning activities 

The poem on the next page is called ‘Present from my Aunts in Pakistan’ and is 

written by Moniza Alvi. Alvi was born in Pakistan, but came to England when she 

was a young child. Her father is from Pakistan; her mother is English. 

If you want to, you can see Alvi reading her poem at the following link 

or by scanning the QR code: 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p00wrlzw  

As you read, highlight references to her English culture in one colour, 

and references to the speaker’s Pakistani culture in another colour.  

Discussion questions: 

 What do you notice about the way English culture is described compared to 

Pakistani culture? 

 Why do you think this is? 

 How does this add to our understanding of the speaker’s feelings? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p00wrlzw
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‘Presents from my Aunts in Pakistan’, Moniza Alvi 

 

They sent me a salwar kameez 

peacock-blue, 

and another 

glistening like an orange split open, 

embossed slippers, gold and black 

points curling. 

Candy-striped glass bangles 

snapped, drew blood. 

Like at school, fashions changed 

in Pakistan – 

the salwar bottoms were broad and stiff, 

then narrow. 

My aunts chose an apple-green sari, 

silver-bordered 

for my teens. 

 

I tried each satin-silken top – 

was alien in the sitting-room. 

I could never be as lovely 

as those clothes – 

I longed 

for denim and corduroy. 

My costume clung to me 

and I was aflame, 

I couldn’t rise up out of its fire, 

half-English, 

unlike Aunt Jamila. 

 

I wanted my parents’ camel-skin lamp – 

switching it on in my bedroom, 

to consider the cruelty 

and the transformation 

from camel to shade, 

marvel at the colours 

like stained glass. 

 

My mother cherished her jewellery – 

Indian gold, dangling, filigree, 

But it was stolen from our car. 

The presents were radiant in my wardrobe. 

My aunts requested cardigans 

from Marks and Spencers. 

 

 

My salwar kameez 

didn’t impress the schoolfriend 

who sat on my bed, asked to see 

my weekend clothes. 

But often I admired the mirror-work, 

tried to glimpse myself 

in the miniature 

glass circles, recall the story 

how the three of us 

sailed to England. 

Prickly heat had me screaming on the way. 

I ended up in a cot 

In my English grandmother’s dining-room, 

found myself alone, 

playing with a tin-boat. 

 

I pictured my birthplace 

from fifties’ photographs. 

When I was older 

there was conflict, a fractured land 

throbbing through newsprint. 

Sometimes I saw Lahore – 

my aunts in shaded rooms, 

screened from male visitors, 

sorting presents, 

wrapping them in tissue. 

 

Or there were beggars, sweeper-girls 

and I was there – 

of no fixed nationality, 

staring through fretwork 

at the Shalimar Gardens.  
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Find evidence from the poem to support these points about the speaker’s 

identity, and identify a technique that is used in that quotation. 

Point Evidence Technique 

She finds her 

Pakistani culture 

unpleasant but 

beautiful at the 

same time. 

  

She is excited to 

receive traditional 

presents. 

  

Her Pakistani culture 

makes her 

uncomfortable. 

  

She feels guilty 

about her cultural 

identity. 

  

She feels like her 

identity is conflicted 

(not completely 

English, but not 

completely 

Pakistani). 

  

Her identity 

separates her from 

her friends. 

  

She feels like she 

doesn’t completely 

belong to either 

culture. 
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Choose a quotation that you think shows most clearly how the speaker feels 

about her identity. Write a PETE paragraph about how the poem conveys ideas 

about identity. An example has been done for you. 

 

Point: what does the poem suggest about identity? 

Evidence: choose a quotation that suggests something about identity. 

Technique: identify a technique used in that quotation. 

Explanation: explain the effect of that technique and what that suggests about identity. 

 

Example: 

The poem ‘Presents from my Aunts in Pakistan’, by Moniza Alvi, presents the idea that 

your identity can be divided. The simile describing the speaker’s salwar kameez as 

“an orange split open” could suggest that the speaker’s cultural identity is also split, 

as she is experiencing being torn between two different cultures. The use of 

enjambment in the poem to break sentences across multiple lines could also 

suggest that the speaker’s identity, like the poem’s form, is divided. 

 

P: 

E: 

T: 

E: 

T: 

E: 
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Tutorial 4.4 - Extended writing: comparative poetry analysis 

In this tutorial you will look at: 

 How to make comparisons 

 How to compare and contrast poems 

Learning activities 

When we analyse literature, we use PETE. When we compare literature, we use 

CPETE-CPETE. 

 Comparison Point 

 Evidence  

 Technique 

 Explanation 

 

Here’s an example comparing how ‘Presents from my Aunts in Pakistan’ with ‘Search for My 

Tongue’ both convey ideas about identity. Highlight the different CPETE-CPETE steps in the 

example answer. 

Both ‘Presents from my Aunts in Pakistan’ by Moniza Alvi, and ‘Search for My Tongue’ by 

Sujata Bhatt present the idea that you can have more than one cultural identity, but they 

present this idea by using different poetic devices and language features. For example, in 

‘Presents from my Aunts in Pakistan’, the speaker describes having a salwar kameez that 

glistens “like an orange split open”. This simile could reflect how the speaker feels – split 

between her English and Pakistani cultural identities. Similarly, the speaker in ‘Search for My 

Tongue’ also appears to feel torn between two cultures and languages – in this case, 

English and her Gujarati mother tongue – although different techniques are used to convey 

this. For example, in ‘Search for My Tongue’ the repetition of the verb “rot” suggests that 

the speaker’s Gujarati mother tongue is fading and being overpowered as she learns to 

speak English. 
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Module 4 review 

How do you feel now? 

This module aimed to help you: 

1. Reading and interpreting poetry 

2. Selecting relevant evidence to support an argument 

3. Identifying and explaining how poetic devices create meaning 

4. Writing about poetry analytically 

5. Comparing and contrasting poems 

 

Knowledge Check 2 

You should complete these questions using the online form provided by your tutor if you 

can. 

If you can’t complete the questions online, you can do it on the following page: 
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Compare how ‘Presents from my Aunts in Pakistan’ and ‘Search for My Tongue’ convey 

ideas about identity. 

First, plan your ideas for how both poems present identity in this table. 

Comparison: Both ‘Presents from my Aunts in Pakistan’ by Moniza Alvi, and ‘Search for My 

Tongue’ by Sujata Bhatt present the idea that… 

 

Contrast: Whilst ‘Presents from my Aunts in Pakistan’ by Moniza Alvi suggests that identity… 

 

 

 

 

‘Search for My Tongue’ by Sujata Bhatt presents the idea that identity… 

 

Presents from my Aunts in Pakistan Search for My Tongue 

Evidence: 

 

Evidence: 

 

Technique: 

 

Technique: 

 

Explanation: 

 

Explanation: 
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Now develop the ideas in your plan into a full CPETE paragraph. 

CP: 

E: 

T: 

E: 

CP: 

E: 

T: 

E: 
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What next? 

Reflection is important because it helps you review and improve the way you approach 

tasks, rather than just carrying on doing things as you have always done them. 

Take a few minutes to think about where you think you did well during the last four tutorials, 

and what you think you could improve on. Write your thoughts in the boxes below. 

What I did well… What I could have improved on… 

  

What I could do differently to make the most of my next tutorials… 
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Module 5 - Analysing Fiction 

These tutorials will focus on key literary analysis skills. We’ll read a range of fiction extracts 

and practise these key skills together, and then you’ll do some independent analysis to 

produce your own analytical paragraphs. 

Learning how analysing literature will be really useful for your GCSE exams but learning how 

to think and write analytically is an important skill in other subjects and outside school as 

well. 

Tutorial Topic 

Tutorial 5.1 Understanding language and structural features  

Tutorial 5.2 
Reading and understanding fiction texts 

Annotating fiction texts 

Tutorial 5.3 

Analysing the effect of language and structural features 

Using PETE to analyse fiction texts  

Tutorial 5.4 Extended writing: analysing fiction using PETE paragraphs 

 

Learning objectives 

In this module you will look at: 

1. Reading and understanding fiction texts 

2. Selecting relevant evidence to support an argument 

3. Identifying and explaining the effect of language and structural features 

4. Writing about fiction texts analytically using ‘PETE’ 
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Knowledge Check 1 

You should complete these questions using the online form provided by your tutor if you 

can. 

If you can’t complete the questions online, the question is here: 

How does Roald Dahl use language and structural features to present the character of Willy 

Wonka in the following extract? 

You can use these sentence starters if you need help:  

Point: Roald Dahl presents Willy Wonka as…. [what type of character traits?]  

Evidence: This is clear when the author describes...  

Technique/Explanation: The use of [word/language feature/structural feature]... 

 

Charlie Bucket stared around the gigantic room in which he now found himself. The place was 

like a witch’s kitchen! All about him black metal pots were boiling and bubbling on huge stoves, 

and kettles were hissing and pans were sizzling, and strange iron machines were clanking and 

spluttering, and there were pipes running all over the ceiling and walls, and the whole place 

was filled with smoke and steam and delicious rich smells.  

 

Mr Wonka himself had suddenly become even more excited than usual, and anyone could see 

that this was the room he loved best of all. He was hopping about among the saucepans and 

the machines like a child among his Christmas presents, not knowing which thing to look at first. 

He lifted the lid from a huge pot and took a sniff; then he rushed over and dipped a finger into a 

barrel of sticky yellow stuff and had a taste; then he skipped across to one of the machines and 

turned half a dozen knobs this way and that; then he peered anxiously through the glass door of 

a gigantic oven, rubbing his hands and cackling with delight at what he saw inside. Then he ran 

over to another machine, a small shiny affair that kept going phut-phut-phut-phut-phut, and 

every time it went phut, a large green marble dropped out of it into a basket on the floor. 

 

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, Roald Dahl 
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Tutorial 5.1 - Understanding language and structural features 

In this tutorial you will look at: 

 Developing subject terminology 

 Understanding and identifying a range of language and structural features 

Learning Activities 

Match the following features and word types with the correct definition. 

 

Match the language features with the correct definitions: 

Language Feature  Definition 

Simile  Repeating the letter at the start of words in a sentence 

Metaphor  
Comparing something to another thing by saying it is that 

object 

Personification  Comparing something to another thing using ‘like’ or ‘as’. 

Onomatopoeia  Description that creates an image in the reader’s mind 

Alliteration  Giving a non-human object human characteristics 

Imagery  Words that imitate a sound 

Match the structural features with the correct definitions: 

Structural Feature  Definition 

Exclamatory sentence  A command sentence 

Imperative sentence  a sentence that ends in an exclamation mark 

Declarative sentence  Saying a word or phrase more than once 

Interrogative sentence  A sentence that makes a statement 

Rhetorical sentence  A list with three elements 

Repetition  A question sentence 

Triadic structure  A question that does not need an answer 

Dialogue  The use of speech between two or more characters 
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Match the word types with the correct definitions: 

Word Type  Definition 

Noun  A doing or being word  

Preposition  A person, place or thing  

Adverb  A word that describes a noun  

Verb  A word that describes a verb  

Adjective  
A word that tells you where or when something is in relation 

to another thing  

 

This extract, from Larger than Life: Living in the Shadows of Elephants by Cheryl 

Merrill, describes seeing elephants approach a waterhole. Read this extract as a 

group, and label as many language and structural features as you can find. 

 

Extract from Larger than Life: Living in the Shadows of Elephants, Cheryl Merrill 

My eyes tired from a day spent looking into the sun, I drowsed in a Land 

Rover beside a waterhole in Chobe National Park. Only a few yards from 

our vehicle, a single-cylinder pump drew from the water table beneath the 

sands and sent spurts through a pipe to a square concrete trough. […] 

The steady sound of the pump, chugga-sputter, chugga-sputter, chugga-

sputter, lulled my eyes closed. They opened, closed, opened half-lidded, 

closed again. 

“Here he comes,” someone whispered and my eyes flicked open as a huge 

bull strolled past. I picked up my camera. 

His enormous tusk splayed out almost sideways. I focused on his great head, 

nodding downward with each step, as he trudged past. A thirsty pilgrim in a 

parched land, his trek to water was nearly finished. The clicking and whirring 

of our cameras didn’t alter his gait. […] 

Mid-drink, he curled his trunk into his mouth; head tilted back, eyes closed. 

Extending his trunk into the waterhole, he blew bubbles before curling his 

trunk again and again to hose several gallons at a time down his throat. 

With each swallow went samplings from all the animals that drank here – 

zebra, wildebeest, warthog, ostrich, hyena and the occasional furtive 

flavour of lion. 
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Plenary 

Time for a game! Write down 9 different examples of either a language or structural feature 

in the grid below. Your tutor will read examples of language or structural features. When 

they give an example of a feature you’ve written in your grid, you can cross it out. First 

person to cross out a row or column of three wins! 

   

   

   

 

 

He retraced his steps to where we were parked, and stopped close by. His 

skin was the colour of seasoned cast iron. The waterline on his body rose just 

past his belly. Spatters of mud stained his ears and back. 

After several long minutes, his eyelids drooped and his mouth slackened. 

Under the hot sun he fell asleep, lulled perhaps by the narcotic of a long, 

slow drink. The tip of his trunk coiled like a magic rope on the ground. He 

slept with his weight on three legs, resting a hind leg, occasionally rocking 

back on it as if he dreamed of his trek. Drool from his trunk slowly seeped 

into the sand. […] 

The giant beside us rumbled soft snores in his sleep. Other elephants shuffled 

by quietly on their way to and from the waterhole, as if they didn’t want to 

wake us. 
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Tutorial 5.2 - Reading and understanding fiction texts, 

Annotating fiction texts 

In this tutorial you will look at: 

 Reading and understanding fiction texts 

 Selecting relevant evidence to support an argument 

 Using subject terminology accurately to identify language and structural features 

Learning activities 

Read this extract and see how many language and structural features you can 

identify in five minutes. In this extract from Treasure Island, by R.L. Stevenson, Jim 

Hawkins, a young boy, describes the first time he met Captain Billy Bones – an old 

pirate who once stayed at his parents’ inn in Bristol. 

 

Extract from Treasure Island, R.L. Stevenson 

I remember him as if it were yesterday, as he came plodding to the inn door, his 

sea-chest following behind him in a hand-barrow—a tall, strong, heavy, nut-

brown man, his tarry pigtail falling over the shoulder of his soiled blue coat, his 

hands ragged and scarred, with black, broken nails, and the sabre cut across 

one cheek, a dirty, livid white. I remember him looking round the cover and 

whistling to himself as he did so, and then breaking out in that old sea-song that 

he sang so often afterwards:  

 

‘Fifteen men on the dead man’s chest—  

Yo-ho-ho, and a bottle of rum! 

 

 in the high, old tottering voice that seemed to have been tuned and broken at 

the capstan bars. Then he rapped on the door with a bit of stick like a handspike 

that he carried, and when my father appeared, called roughly for a glass of rum. 

This, when it was brought to him, he drank slowly, like a connoisseur, lingering on 

the taste and still looking about him at the cliffs and up at our signboard. 
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Re-read the extract on the previous page, and find quotations that can be used 

as evidence to prove the points listed in the table below. 

 

Point Evidence 

Captain Billy Bones 

has been in many 

sword fights. 

 

Captain Billy Bones 

does not have a nice 

singing voice. 

 

Captain Billy Bones is a 

pirate. 
 

Captain Billy Bones 

does not look after his 

appearance. 

 

Captain Billy Bones is a 

demanding customer. 
 

 

Now it’s time to explain how your evidence proves that the points are true. Have 

a look at this example, and then give it a go yourself, using the evidence you 

selected in the table above. 

Example: 

• Point: Captain Billy Bones has spent a lot of time in the sun. 

 

• Evidence: “nut-brown man” 

 

• Explain (and identify a technique if you can): The adjective “nut-brown” suggests 

that he has spent so much time in the sunshine that his skin is very tanned.  
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Point  

  

  

Evidence  

  

  

Explain  

  

 

 

 

 

Point  

  

  

Evidence  

  

  

Explain  

  

  

 

Plenary 

Your Top Tips 

 

Write down two top tips for finding the best evidence for supporting an argument: 

•  

•  

Write down two top tips for giving convincing explanations: 

•  

•   
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Tutorial 5.3 - Analysing the effect of language and structural 

features, Using PETE to analyse fiction texts 

In this tutorial you will look at: 

 Selecting relevant evidence to support an argument 

 Analysing the effect of language and structural features 

 Structuring analytical writing using ‘PETE’ 

 Starter activity 

Label the word types used in this sentence. Try to find nouns, adverbs, adjectives, verbs, 

prepositions and articles. 

 

Stealthily, silently, the thick, grey fog spread across the town. 

 

Learning activities 

Read the following extract from The Woman in Black by Susan Hill. In this extract, 

the narrator is sleeping all alone in a haunted house and is woken up by strange 

sounds. 

 

 

 

Extract from The Woman in Black by Susan Hill 

Then from somewhere, out of that howling darkness, a cry came to my ears, 

catapulting me back into the present and banishing all tranquillity.  

I listened hard. Nothing. The tumult of the wind, like a banshee, and the banging 

and rattling of the window in its old, ill-fitting frame. Then yes, again, a cry, that 

familiar cry of desperation and anguish, a cry for help from a child somewhere out 

on the marsh.  

There was no child. I knew that. How could there be? Yet how could I lie here and 

ignore even the crying of some long-dead ghost? […] 

After a few moments I got up. I would go down into the kitchen and make myself a 

drink, stir up the fire a little and sit beside it trying, trying to shut out that calling voice 

for which I could do nothing, and no one had been able to do anything for… how 

many years?  
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How does the author create a sense of fear? Select quotations that you think help create a 

sense of fear, identify the language or structural features they use, and explain how these 

techniques create that sense of fear. Use the example to help you. 

 

Evidence 
Technique (Language or 

Structural Feature) 
Explanation 

“like a banshee” Simile 

This simile creates a sense of fear by comparing 

the wind to a terrifying creature. This make it 

seem like the wind might attack the narrator. 

   

   

As I went out onto the landing, Spider the dog following me at once, two things 

happened together. I had the impression of someone who had just that very second 

before gone past me on their way from the top of the stairs to one of the other 

rooms, and, as a tremendous blast of wind hit the house so that it all but seemed to 

rock at the impact, the lights went out. I had not bothered to pick up my torch from 

the bedside table and now I stood in the pitch blackness, unsure for a moment of 

my bearings.  

And the person who had gone by, and who was now in this house with me? I had 

seen no one, felt nothing. There had been no movement, no brush of a sleeve 

against mine, no disturbance of the air, I had not even heard a footstep. I had 

simply the absolutely certain sense of someone just having passed close to me and 

gone away down the corridor. Down the short narrow corridor that led to the nursery 

whose door had been so firmly locked and then, inexplicably, opened.  

The first thing I must have was a light and I groped my way back across to my bed, 

reached over it and got my hand to the torch at last, took a step back, stumbled 

over the dog who was at my heels and dropped the torch. It went spinning away 

across the floor and fell somewhere by the window with a crash and the faint sound 

of breaking glass. I cursed but managed, by crawling about on my hands and 

knees, to find it again and to press the switch. No light came on. The torch had 

broken.  

For a moment I was as near to weeping tears of despair and fear, frustration and 

tension, as I had ever been since my childhood. But instead of crying I drummed my 

fists upon the floorboards, in a burst of violent rage, until they throbbed.  
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Now let’s put all of these skills together into one paragraph. When we analyse a 

text, we can use PETE. This stands for: 

 

Point: what does the poem suggest about identity? 

Evidence: choose a quotation that suggests something about identity. 

Technique: identify a technique used in that quotation. 

Explanation: explain the effect of that technique and what that suggests about identity. 

 

We use PETE paragraphs to analyse and explain our ideas about a text – for example, how 

does Susan Hill create a sense of fear in ‘The Woman in Black’? Let’s take a look at two 

example PETE paragraphs that answer this question.  

Example 1: 

In The Woman in Black, Susan Hill creates a sense of fear. “the wind, like a banshee”. This is 

a simile. This simile creates a sense of fear because it makes the wind seem like a monster. 

“No light came on. The torch had broken”. These short sentences make the reader read 

fast, like they’re scared. 

Example 2:  

In The Woman in Black, Susan Hill creates a sense of fear through the use of language and 

structural features. Hill describes the wind as being “like a banshee”. By using a simile to 

compare the wind to a monster, the author creates a sense of fear because it seems as 

though the wind is powerful enough to harm the narrator. The author writes that “No light 

came on. The torch had broken”. The simple sentences are easy to read, so the reader can 

read at a fast pace – almost like how your heart races when you are terrified.  

 

Task 

 In four different colours, highlight each part of PETE in the paragraphs above. 

 Which paragraph answers the question best? Why? 
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Plenary 

Pretend that you are writing a letter to a friend who has never heard of PETE paragraphs. 

Using what you’ve learnt from the examples you’ve studied, give them three pieces of 

advice: 

1  

  

  

  

2  

  

  

  

3  
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Tutorial 5.4 - Extended writing: analysing fiction using PETE 

paragraphs 

In this tutorial you will look at: 

 Selecting relevant evidence to support an argument 

 Analysing the effect of language and structural features 

 Structuring analytical writing using ‘PETE’ 

 

Module 5 review 

How do you feel now? 

This module aimed to help you: 

1. Reading and understanding fiction texts 

2. Selecting relevant evidence to support an argument 

3. Identifying and explaining the effect of language and structural features 

4. Writing about fiction texts analytically using ‘PETE’ 

 

 

Knowledge Check 2 

You should complete these questions using the online form provided by your tutor if you 

can. 

If you can’t complete the questions online, you can do it here: 

Using the extract and your notes from the last tutorial, write detailed PETE paragraphs to 

answer the question: How does Susan Hill create a sense of fear in the extract from The 

Woman in Black? 

You can use these sentence starters if you need help: 

 Point: Susan Hill creates a sense of fear by… [doing what?] 

 Evidence: This is clear when the narrator describes… “…” 

 Technique: The use of [word / language feature / structural feature] … 

 Explanation: creates a sense of fear because… 
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What next? 

Reflection is important because it helps you review and improve the way you approach 

tasks, rather than just carrying on doing things as you have always done them. 

Take a few minutes to think about where you think you did well during the last four tutorials, 

and what you think you could improve on. Write your thoughts in the boxes below. 

What I did well… What I could have improved on… 

  

What I could do differently to make the most of my next tutorials… 
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End of programme reflection 

In your final tutorial your tutor will give you some feedback and you’ll reflect on the whole 

of the programme. Use this space to write your thoughts and targets for improvements you 

could make in your lessons at school. 

 

What I did well… What I could have improved on… 

  

My target for future work is… 

 

What I enjoyed most about the Brilliant Tutoring Programme… 

 

What I found challenging… How I overcame these challenges… 
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Appendix 

Glossary 

Terminology Definition 

Adjective A word that describes a noun eg. the hairy spider 

Adverb A word that describes a verb eg. the man walked impatiently 

Alliteration Repeating the letter or sound at the start of words in a sentence 

Audience Who the text is aimed at eg. teenagers, adults 

Byline A line in a newspaper naming the writer of the article 

Cacophony 
Harsh or discordant sounds. Often the result of repetition and combination 

of consonants within a group of words eg. “Double, double toil and trouble” 

Caption A title or brief explanation accompanying an image  

Climax The highest point of tension and suspense for the reader in a story 

Colon : 
Used to introduce a list – e.g. I went to the shops to buy: eggs, milk and 

bread. 

Columns The vertical arrangement of text in a newspaper 

Connotation 
Feelings or ideas that a word suggests or associations it has beyond its literal 

meaning 

Context 
The place and time in which a text was written, who it was written by, and 

where it was published. 

Declarative 

sentence 
A sentence that makes a statement 

Denotation 
The literal or primary meaning of a word, in contrast to anything it might 

imply or suggest 

Dialogue The use of speech between two or more characters 

Direct address 
When the speaker or text addresses an individual or group directly (using 

‘you’) 

Ellipsis … Used to show a cliff-hanger or significant pause 

End-stopped When a sentence ends at the end of a line (usually marked by a full stop) 

Enjambment When a sentence runs over more than one line or stanza of a poem 

Exclamatory 

sentence 

A sentence ending in an exclamation mark, used to show intense feelings or 

get attention 

Exposition The opening of a story when the characters and setting are introduced 

Extended 

metaphor 

A metaphor that unfolds across multiple lines or even paragraphs of a text, 

making use of multiple interrelated metaphors within an overarching one. 

Falling action The point in a story where a conflict or problem is overcome 

Font A set of printed letters in the same style 
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Form The type of text eg. letter, article 

Free verse 
Poetry that does not rhyme or have regular rhythm, often giving the effect 

of conversational speech 

Headline 
A heading at the top of a news article that summarises the story in an eye-

catching and engaging way 

Idiom 
A common expression that means something different to the literal meaning 

of the words (eg. ‘over the moon’, ‘let sleeping dogs lie’) 

Imagery Description that creates a picture in the reader’s mind 

Imperative 

sentence 
A sentence that gives a command or instruction 

Interrogative 

sentence 
A sentence that asks a question 

Interview A conversation between a journalist and an interviewee 

Layout The way the text is arranged on the page 

Masthead 
The title of a newspaper or magazine at the head of the first or editorial 

page 

Memoir A type of autobiography written in the first person 

Metaphor A comparison saying something is something else 

Non-fiction 
Any writing created with the intention of relaying truth or information of 

actual events to the audience 

Noun A person, place or thing 

Onomatopoeia A word that sounds like the noise it makes – e.g. bang 

Paraphrase A summary of the text in your own words 

Personification Giving something non-human human characteristics 

Preposition 
A word that tells you where or when something is in relation to another thing 

eg. on, in, above 

Purpose Why the text has been written what its author wants to achieve 

Quotes Evidence taken word for word from the text 

Repetition When a word or phrase is used more than once for effect 

Resolution The conclusion of a story when order is restored 

Rhetorical 

question 

A question that doesn’t need an answer – e.g. “What do you mean you lost 

your homework?” 

Rhyme scheme 
The pattern of sounds that repeats at the end of a line or stanza (eg. ABAB 

or AABB) 

Rhyming 

couplet 
Two lines of poetry next to each other that rhyme 

Rhythm The pattern of stressed and unstressed syllables in a line of poetry 

Rising action The point in a story when a conflict or problem is introduced 
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Semicolon ; 
Used to join two sentences together – e.g. I was cold; I got the bus instead 

of walking to school. 

Sensory 

language 

Descriptions using the five senses – describing how something looks, tastes, 

feels, sounds or smells 

Sibilance 
A hissing sound created within a group of words through the repetition of "s" 

sounds, eg.  ‘a rose by any other name would smell as sweet’ 

Simile A comparison saying something is ‘like’ or ‘as’ something else 

Stanza A verse of a poem 

Statistics A collection of numerical data 

Subheading A heading given to a subsection of a piece of writing 

Tense The way we refer to time in English grammar (I was, I am, I will be) 

Topic sentence A sentence that summarises what the paragraph is going to be about 

Triadic structure 
Repetition of words or phrases in threes – e.g. I was embarrassed, 

humiliated, ashamed. 

Verb A doing or being word eg. walk, jump, eat 
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Congratulations! 

You’ve reached the end of the Brilliant Tutoring Programme! This means you have 

completed 15 hours of tutoring with a PhD researcher or Masters student in English. You 

have worked on developing your subject knowledge and study skills which can be applied 

in your future school studies 

Contact us 

If you ever have any questions or need help from The Brilliant Club, contact us on: 

btpschools@thebrilliantclub.org 

 

For resources about the programme, including guidance on how to use Microsoft Teams, 

go to: 

thebrilliantclub.org/already-working-with-us/btp 
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